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I have been a resident of Yapton for 12 year or more and I want to object to the building of the waste
building on the Ford Circular Technology Park, Ford Road, Ford. Firstly, for all the extra building work
and traffic this would create especially with all the homing currently being built in the Yapton and Ford
area. Secondly for the amount of traffic it would create in the future with all the heavy vehicle on the
roads and the staff traffic. Thirdly for the smell and smoke and toxic poisons these buildings put out
into the atmosphere. Fourthly, the risk of fire like what happened at the 'recycling plant' in Chichester
on more than one occasion recently. Fifthly, the size and height of the building being proposed is
enormous and would forever change for the landscape and views of the surround area probably casting
a huge shadow of the area, not only physically for people living nearby but mentally for the residents
of the local area. I cannot believe there is not a more appropriate site available especially as I know
that these big money grapping companies like Ford Energy from Waste, Grundon Waste Management
and Viridor Waste Management can put pressure on the West Sussex Planning department to do their
bidding. West Sussex Council County need to stand up for the people of West Sussex and say enough
is enough and especially when it comes to building near to expanding residential areas. The risks of
fires at the site, accidents either with the waste or vehicle and toxins risks to people is to high to inflict
on us. Please rethink this application.
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